
KNIPEX Quality – Made in Germany 

KNIPEX-CoBolt
Compact Bolt Cutters 

Now even more 
versatile and  
comfortable 

New variants:

20° angled head for almost 
flush cutting

very slim dual component handles

 integrated opening spring with 
comfortable locking device

 

https://www.toolsid.com/knipex/


71 22 200

~~ 60 mm

71 21 200 71 01 200

20° angled head for flush cutting
The new CoBolt version with angled head and newly designed 
joint construction now also allows almost flush cutting.  
The handles, which now run at an angle to the cutting blades, 
also offer ample space for gripping.

Very slim dual component handles
The dual component handles are now slimmer in total. In 
particular the slimmer collar makes it easier to handle the 
CoBolt. The contact surface at the end of the handle is wider 
than before, allowing a better distribution of pressure, which 
makes work more pleasant. 

Integrated opening spring with comfortable locking device
The opening spring always presses the pliers into the hand 
gently; the effort needed to hold the pliers is considerably 
reduced. For secure transport the pliers can be locked with 
a spring clip.

with precision cutting edges for soft, 
hard and piano wire 
cuts material like bolts, nails, rivets, etc. 
up to 5.2 mm diameter  
exceptional cutting performance with 
minimum effort because of highly  
effective lever action design 
cutting edges additionally induction hardened, 
cutting edge hardness approx. 64 HRC 

   forged
   high performance Chrome Vanadium steel, 
oil-hardened and tempered 

Cut with model 71 21 200: 
nearly flush surface  

KNIPEX-CoBolt
Compact Bolt Cutters 

Easy cutting of bolts, nails and 
rivets up to 5.2 mm diameter

Cut with model 71 01 200: 
protruding residue



71 31 200

  

The recess in the blade  
allows easier cutting of  
thicker wires, e. g. hanging 
rods for false ceilings 

Secure locking  
with the user-friendly 
spring clip

71 31 200 
71 32 200 
71 41 200 
The recess near the joint  
keeps thicker wires to be  
cut in a secure position,  
ensuring optimum application 
of cutting performance

The KNIPEX Compact Bolt Cutter is a  
“clever muscle man“. The ingeniously  
designed lever action mechanism guarantees 
an extremely favourable lever ratio with low 
friction. The cutting performance is 20 times 
higher than the handforce applied. 

Requires > 60% less effort
Cutting a piano wire of 2.0 mm diameter 
with the KNIPEX-CoBolt requires  
handforce of only ~ 190 N (19 kp) instead 
of ~ 500 N (50 kp) with a High Leverage 
Diagonal Cutter of the same length. 



20°

20°

20°

~~ 60 mm

~~ 60 mm

~~ 60 mm

Article-No.
EAN 

4003773- Finish
71 01 200

71 02 200

71 12 200

71 21 200

71 22 200

71 31 200

71 32 200

71 41 200

033165

047056

066859

066866

066873

042327

066880

066897

head atramentized,
handles plastic coated

head atramentized,
with slim, two-colour dual 
component handles 

head atramentized,
with slim, two-colour dual 
component handles

head atramentized,
handles plastic coated

head atramentized,
with slim, two-colour dual 
component handles

head atramentized,
handles plastic coated

head atramentized,
with slim, two-colour dual 
component handles

head atramentized,
handles plastic coated
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KNIPEX-CoBolt  
Compact Bolt Cutters

Centre cutter Cutting edges with bevel with opening spring

Rely only on high-grade pliers offered on our virtual shelves.

https://www.toolsid.com/pliers.html

